ERRATA SHEET FOR MSS SP-44-2010 and SP-44-2006

May 20, 2011

This “normative” errata correction applies to MSS SP-44-2010 (current version) and SP-44-2006, involving *Steel Pipeline Flanges*.

**Note the following correction:**

1. **Page 26 (2010 version)/Page 25 (2006 version), Table C4, Headings/Sub-Headings: Pipe Size “42”/Drilling/No. of Bolt Holes.** The number of bolt holes for Pipe Size 42 should indicate “32” instead of the existing “28”. Note that Table C4 involves *Class 300, 740 psi at Atmospheric Temperature Raised Face and Ring-Type Joints.*

This Errata Sheet has been inserted into the Standard Practice. For those who obtained the Standard Practice before the publication date indicated above, please include this Errata Sheet with your current Standard Practice.

Future printing of the Standard Practice will include this revised data.
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